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clearly define its place in the organization.
The coach, who is usually a former baseball
p
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punishments if rules are broken. He has the
power to suspend a player from the game, put
a team or player on probation, or insist a team
forfeit a game for its behavior.
The umpire may also encounter unofficial
codes. He'is expected to allow coaches and
spectators to protest calls, however, he must
not let the situation get out of control.
The parents and spectators are basically
supporters of the players and coach. Their observation as an audience gives th
the
feeling of being on stage. Their att
n is on
him and his team. Parents are responsible for
getting their child to. practices and games on
time.
CONFLICTS
Many conflicts are found in Little League
baseball. By breaking this system down into
parts, defini each part's role, and
the goals involved, the origin of problems in
system can be detected. When the origin of
problem is' known and what the causal factors
are, it is much easier to solve.
By looking at some real situations, we will
detect why problems came about in these instances. The first example involves a'youngster who lost his temper due to what he thought
was a bad call by the umpire. He went over to
the umpire to protest the call with a bat in
very angry. The' umpire suspended th
from the game for his threatening be
The player viOlated the code of ethics
umpire's
correct behavior during ~ game. If
call was truly incorrect, this is an example of
the breakdown of judgment or of the rules determining his call. The breakdown of the code
of ethics and/or in the judgement of rules
caused a problem in the system.
Another' instance showing problems with
rules deals.withthe.sprectators of the . e.
One game was,..greatly disrupted. by angry
spe
. rs, some of whom abandoned the
stan in protes~l because of a call, made by
the umpire. When the truth of the matter
known, the
ha
de the call
accordi
ial"
e League rules. The
Jthe spectators were unaw
difm
rules and baseball
ferences in Little Le'
rules they were accustomed to observing. Ignorance of the rule caused this problem.
Other problems can be caused by. the forsaking of original primary goals for secondary
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personal goals. Examples of this can be seen
repeat
in Little Lea
all
parts of the system. A coa
started working with a team
be
g the children, can easily get
racked by other goals.
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lutions to these problems incl
The

structure without being rigid. Flexibility must
social system since people
Ie change cono review the roles and
to assure the changing
needs of the people are met within the structure.
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coach was allowed to re
reevaluating his reasons for wanting
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